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The Nemetschek AllPlan is a workbench platform for the design of buildings of
various types, from individual houses and apartments, through office buildings and

multi-storey construction, to high-rise residential and office complexes. The
Nemetschek AllPlan is the ideal all-round solution for the design, creation and

management of complex buildings based on the BIM concept. For ease of use and
ergonomics, the Nemetschek AllPlan is specifically designed for a comfortable use in
the workspace. In the project BIM is a particularly important key word for supporting

the industrial process of project development, the project is to develop a project
simulation system with a focus on commercial usability. Meanwhile a lot of software

products are available in this field. Among others as Nemetschek AllPlan BIM,
b.i.m.m. OPEN BIM (Architecture and Building) or Autodesk Revit (Building

Information Modeling). However, it is known from the pilot project that there is a gap
in terms of usability and a rigid system, even if it is a professional and high-quality
working with the planning (project setting), the design (working with the building)

and the analysis (requirements and statistics) process. The BIMsoft Company
develops in cooperation with Vienna University of Technology a project supported by
FFG that is an innovative combination of an Open-Platform BIM (using IFC exchange

format), a Subscriber Engineering Programm ( Smart MEP system) and a search
engine and visualization. Dorev offers a unique approach to 3D rendering that
blends the best of traditional techniques with the latest in non-photorealistic

rendering for the ultimate in creative freedom. Weve also taken important steps
towards the future of CGI by making Dorev compatible with leading animation tools
such as Blender and Maya. With V-Ray for Dorev, you can easily transition between

multiple applications to realize your ultimate creative vision.
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ihned od zatku psoben spolenosti bimsoft jsme se zameli na 3
zkladn znaky bim softwar( archicad, revit, allplan) pro kter

jsem zaali nabzet komplexn sluby z hlediska bim prosted. od
samotn analzy sortimentu vrobce, dle pak samotnou realizaci
peveden sortimentu do bim model a po samotnou distribuci

tchto bim prvk skrze marketingov kanly jednotlivch vrobc bim
softwar a e-kanal spolenosti bimsoft. spolenost bimsoft jako
jedin vvojsk tm v esk republice vyvj podle nejnovjch standart
open bim it was noticed that after approximately a year since
the first release of the project, e.g., in july 2014, b.i.m. only

notified users that on october 7, 2014, it could be used free of
license agreement and from january 1, 2015, b. would be free

of agreement. this is why b. also announced on october 7,
2014, that b. has to change its model and is going to to free

for use. a further change of b. is to make everything open bim
based. another way of looking at what nemetschek showed is

its bim-concentration in this announcement, nemetschek
acquired b., the former company allplan. of course it is in

siemens datacom's strategic interest to make all its products
able to communicate with each other in the bim-sustain. the
written announcements of both companies are positive, b. is

to be found on the website of b., s.r.o. and nemetschek on the
website of siemens datacom. in the meantime as expected

there will be no data-transition between the two products, i.e.,
between allplan and b. in the market allplan is still in the
same price category as b. and b. is still a competitor with

other bim suppliers for bim-end-users. 5ec8ef588b
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